
Anomalous Rare-Earths (i.p. Cerium) and metallic RE-compounds 

?Heavy Fermions?: Observed anomalies at low T:

1) Magnetostriction and thermal expansion: 5 orders of magnitude larger 
than in normal metals.

2) Specific heat??? 3 orders of magnitude larger than in normal metals, 
but low T entropy is of order ln2 per RE-atom, perfectly normal.

3) Phase transitions at low T with unidentified order parameters. 
No or extremely small magnetic order ??

Comparison to usual Fermi liquids (normal metals) is rather useless. 
Much more useful is comparison to normal RE metals and compounds.

Main challenge: Understanding of coupling between magnetic 
(due to RE-f-electrons) and lattice degrees of freedom, 
i. p. their quantum fluctuations at low T.



A brief discussion of normal RE systems and their “toy-models”

Two types of electrons:
i)  4f-electrons, strongly interacting, � localized 4f-moments  Si ; coupled to
ii) weakly interacting conduction-electrons.
“Toy-Models” due to Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida, de Gennes-Friedel: 
Local moments Si coupled to cond-el spin density  s(r i): 

jRK s(r i)  Si

Ruderman-Kittel used this for nuclear spins, extended by Kasuya-Yoshida 
and de Gennes – Friedel to 4-f-electron systems (all this in the 1950’s)
Hybridization of strongly interacting 4-f-electrons (“large U”) with 
conduction electrons via matrix element V.

� R-K Model     jRK s(r i)  Si with    jRK ~ V² , 

� Heis-Model   JHeis Si  Sj with   JHeis ~ (jRK)²

Kasuya+Yoshida not only used “Toy-Models”, but also did full electronic  
structure calculations to calculate realistic matrix elements 
(with very good success for normal 4f-metals)



RE-metals, „de Gennes factor“, and magn. transition temperature

RE     4f-n   (g-1)²J(J+1)   Tn (hex.)
(La        0)

Ce         1          0.18                -

Pr          2          0.8              singlet
Nd         3          1.84             19.9

Pm        4           3.2                 ?

Sm        5           4.46              106
Eu         6             -

Gd         7         15.75          293(ferro)

Tb         8          10.50          230
Dy         9           7.08           179

Ho        10         4.50            132

Er         11         2.55             85
Tm       12         1.17             58

Yb        13         0.32              -

(Lu       14)

de Gennes factor: (g-1)²J(J+1)
from magnetic disorder scattering and 

magnetic interaction via cond. electr.:
d.G.,P.G.(1958), compt. rond.247,1836

and  d.G.,P.G. + Friedel,J.(1958), J. Phys.

Chem.Sol. 4, 71

The coupling of the 4f-moment
to the conduction electrons is via 
the spin-content only (� spin 
polarization of cond. electr.), no 
information about orbital moment 
transfered to cond. electrons!

remember:      S = (g-1) J
� magn. trans. temperature

Tn ~ (g-1)²J(J+1)



Examples for normal behaviour in RE-compounds: Resistivity data of some 
RECu2Si2 :        Normal RE:       Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm: 



Resistivity of RECu2Si2: Normal RE: Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm;
Anomalous behaviour for Ce and Yb: Resistivity 3 orders of magnitude

larger than expected; no magnetic order down to lowest temperature.



Normal and anomalous behaviour in RE-compounds:  RECu2Si2 

Normal  behaviour for  Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm:
At high T there is spin disorder scattering (de Gennes + Friedel, 1958), at low T magnetic 
ordering.

High spin disorder scattering  � high transition temperature.

�Coupling of 4-f-moments to conduction electrons causes indirect coupling between
magnetic moments.

Coupling is due to spin content of 4-f moments (“de Gennes factor”), the information about 
4-f orbital angular momentum is lost in the intermediate polarization of conduction electrons:
Gd has half filled 4-f shell, � S = 7/2, decreasing the spin moment by steps of 1/2 via
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er ,...the transition temperature and spin disorder scattering decrease.

Try to estimate a Kondo temperature for the Cerium compound !???

Anomalous behaviour for Ce and Yb:
Extrapolating down to  S = 1/2 for Cerium and Ytterbium we might expect the lowest 
spin disorder scattering and a magnetic transition temperature of order 1 K . 
Exp: Resistivity 3 orders of magnitude larger than expected and no magn. ordering!



Energy scales for RE, normal and anomalous (Ce and Yb):

4f – 4f Coulomb int:                              > 10 eV
4f – 5d Coulomb int:                             ~ s everal eV, 
occ. 4f level ���� Fermi en.:                     ~ several eV, (for Ce ~  2 eV)
spin – orbit coupling:                            ~ 0 .5 eV  
Cryst.el.field splitting:                          ~ 10 meV

�For Ce (and Yb) low energy (Kramers) doublet

Specific feature of anomalous Ce (and Yb) : Valence instability!

Ce: 4f-occupancy (Yb: 4f hole-count) slightly smaller than 1, due to 
4f � 5d admixture, (4f count in α-Ce  ~0.8 to 0.9, roughly ~0.1 smaller than in γ-Ce)

Evidence: neutrons (Murani) + X-rays (Röhler + Wohlleben; Rueff  +.: PRL96, 237403,
2006) + signature in phase diagram (Eliashberg + H.C., phase transition α to γ Ce)

Low symmetry α−phase (even number of non equivalent sites per unit cell)
enables singlet ground state and 4f – 5d admixture!







Now to Cerium compounds ; Main question: How is the entropy of  
ln2 per Ce (Kramers doublet)  eliminated when  T ���� 0 ? The very small 
magnetic exchange couplings may leave room for unusual phase transitions!

The clue comes from the anomalous lattice behaviour at low T : 

Thermal expansionαααα and specific heat C are connected via compressibility κκκκ
and the dimensionless Grüneisenparameter ΓΓΓΓ:

α = Γ α = Γ α = Γ α = Γ ×××× κ  κ  κ  κ  ×××× C
ΓΓΓΓ : In normal metals of order 1. Here 2 orders of magnitude larger, also in 
comparison to normal RE larger, but less than factor of 10.

κκκκ = compressibility, rather normal!   � the lattice is not soft!
The main message: We have to reconcile:

a) very small magnetic exchange couplings,
b) strong magneto-elastic couplings, 
c) large thermal expansion, 
d) no soft phonon modes. 

We shall need quantum fluctuations of high energy phonons
coupled to low energy magnetic fluctuations.



Specific heat and thermal expansion anomalies



Signature of crystalline phase transition at low T, and the 
influence of magnetic field: anomalous magnetostricton!



Coupling of lattice dynamics to transitions within the ground state Kramers 
doublet resulting from second order processes:

First process: transition from ground state doublet to higher energy multiplet

( |ν+> ; |ν−> ) virtual phonon (symm. α)  causes transition  � ( |µ+> ; |µ−> )
Second process: transition back to the ground state doublet 

 ( |µ+> ; |µ−> )     virtual phonon (symm β) causes transition� ( |ν+> ; |ν−> ) 
� The effective spin operator for the ground state Kramers doubletS (pseudovector, odd 

under time reversal) couples to a combination of phonon displacement  q and momentum p
operators, which must have identical transformation properties to S:

ΣΣΣΣ Kναβ Sν qα pβ ;;;; varying szenarios may result :

„Multiphonon „squeezed states“coupled to magnetic fluctuations (S. Lipinski, K.Neumann,

H.C.), sequence of phase transitions with changing coupling constant.

Magnetic ground states, magnetic couplings caused by second order effects in the coupling 

constants K ναβναβναβναβ, (S. Lipinski, H.C.).

Dimerization and nonmagn. ground states: A. Ioselevich, H.C., PR B51,11446,

(1995) , „tyling“ of crystal lattice by distribution of quantum dimers or quartets.



A.S. Ioselevich + H.C., P.R. B 51, 11446 (1995)

a) spin-phonon interactions                    b) special case: a simple „basic model“



Ground state properties of the basic model:
a) ground state depending on coupling           b) nonmagnetic clustered ground 

constant K; „magnetic due to residual               state for Kc < K < Kinst

interactions



The way to understand anomalous RE + RE-compounds: Start

1) Forget about the Kondo-effect and heavy fermions!
2) Understand normal RE + RE-compounds!
3) Compare normal and anomalous RE: Take a look at experimental 

similarities and differences, i.p. magnetic and lattice properties.
4) Similarities: strong spin orbit coupling, 

� crystalline el. field splittings ~ 10-20 meV,
leaving a low energy (Kramers) doublet for Ce (and Yb).

5)   Differences:  
a) valence instability for Ce (+Yb) � strong coupling to the lattice
b) strong coupling  between  magnetic and lattice excitations,
c) lattice reconstructions even at very low temperature in

anomalous RE-compounds  (!!!)
d) weak magnetic exchange couplings



The way to understand anomalous RE-compounds: Finish 

The combination of strong spin orbit coupling, weak magnetic 
exchange, and strong coupling between magnetic and lattice excitations 
leads to a new way to eliminate the entropy of  ln2 per Ce at low T:

A true quantum phase transition: a transition into a state formed of 
quantum dimers (or quartets,…, i.e. an even number of RE-sites). 

These new local singlets are „squeezed phonon states“ (changed zero
point amplitudes),  in phase with crystalline electrical field excitations.

Static lattice reconstructions are small (of higher order, induced by
anharmonic couplings only)
.
Experimental method of choice to study this state: Neutron scattering!


